Biography
Known as The Family Wealth Mentor, Diana is committed
to helping her clients manage their wealth in emotionally
intelligent ways. She has always been a trailblazer. Not
only was she the first woman hired into management as a
member of the strategic planning team at Redland PLC, a
major British company, but also she subsequently became
the fundraiser for an educational project in Bosnia during the
war, and then the team director launching schools of servant
leadership in the United States. In these settings and others,
Diana has reflected on the impact of money on her own life and become a trusted
confidant to others as they address the challenges and opportunities they and their
families face when owning, spending, and allocating their wealth wisely.
For the last fourteen years, Diana has managed a private client practice working
closely with individuals and families of significant wealth. She is passionate in
helping her clients to understand the impact of their resources on their lives and
relationships, communicate effectively about their wealth, manage challenging
situations such as preparation for a prenuptial agreement or a leadership transition,
develop their capacities as family and business leaders, plan for the legacies they
leave, and prepare for and enjoy their roles as both philanthropists and social
leaders. She brings to light underlying values, beliefs, and aspirations, and empowers
individuals around life-defining money decisions. Grounded in her extensive
strategic planning experience, non-profit leadership roles, and volunteer experience,
Diana understands the needs of both donors and recipient organizations, and is
well positioned to advise in the philanthropic domain. As her clients clarify their
objectives and intent, they clear the path to fulfilling wealth ownership.
A third generation member of a UK business family, Diana was educated at Edinburgh
University and The Wharton School. In the late eighties, Diana moved to the United
States where she directed three charitable organizations before founding The
Chambers Group, LLC in 2002. Today, she continues her work through The Chambers
Group Sàrl in Switzerland, where she now resides.
Diana’s success has been hard earned through decades of personal experience,
education and training. She guides her clients gracefully through their challenging
decisions and is known for her extraordinary results.
Diana recently distilled the experience and wisdom she has gained over the years in
her book True Wealth: Letters on Money Life, and Love.
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